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1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group generated by n elements and defined by m relators,
then G has a presentation

G = {xu-,xn\Ru-,Rm} = FIR,

where F free on generators xu---,xn and R is the normal closure in F of Rlt •••, Rm.
The deficiency of this presentation is n — m and the deficiency of G is the maximum
over all presentations for G.

The torsion part of H/[F, R~\ is a presentation invariant and is known as the
Schur multiplicator of G. The question as to how the number of generators of
the Schur multiplicator is related to the deficiency is as yet unanswered. Neumann
[3] asked if every finite group with trivial multiplicator has a presentation with
equal numbers of generators and relators. Swan [4] exhibited a family of soluble
groups with trivial multiplicator and unbounded deficiency. The question however
is still unanswered for finite nilpotent groups and in this paper we answer the
question in the affirmative for groups of order 3", n g 6, as classified by James [1].

2. Preliminaries

In this section we develop some results concerning the deficiency of factor
groups of groups with zero deficiency. The following theorem (Theorem 2.1 [5])
is stated without proof,

THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite p-group with presentation G = FjR with F
free on xu ••• ,xn and suppose the vector space R/\_F,R]R" has dimension m. If
we take any set of m elements Ru ••• ,Rm, ofR, linearly independent in R modulo

and let K = F/S where S is the normal closure of Ru •••,Rm in F, then
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G is the maximal p-factor group of K, in the sense that if A is a finite p-group
which is a factor group of K then A is a factor group of G.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let M = {xu ••• ,xn | R h , -••,/?,,} where Ru, ••• ,Rit is a subset
of Ru ••• ,Rm. If M is a finite p-group then G = K.

PROOF. X is a factor group of M and hence K is a finite p-group. ||

LEMMA 2.3. Let

G = {xu-,xn\R1,-,Rm} =
and

G/N = {xu-,xn\Ru-,Rm,Sl,-,St} = F/S

then ifRi,, •••, R? are linearly independent in S modulo [F, S~\SP they are linearly
independent in R modulo [F,

PROOF. The natural mapping /?/[F, R]RP into S/[F, S]SP is a homomorphism
and hence a linear transformation of the respective vector spaces. ||

THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a finite p-group with zero deficiency and N normal
subgroup of G contained in the derived group of G, then GjN has trivial multi-
plicator if and only if N = 1.

PROOF. G, GjN and Gj\G, G] have presentations

G = {xu-,xn\R1,-,Rn} = FjR,

GIN = {xu-,xn\Ru-,Ra,S1,-,St} = F/S, with Stin [F,F]
and

Gl[G,G] = {x1,-,xn\R1,-,Rn,Si,-,St,xixJxr1Xj-1} = FIT

respectively.
Now Rt •••,i?n are linearly independent in Tmodulo [F, r ] T r and hence

by lemma 2.3 are linearly independent in modulo [F, S~\SP. If G/N has trivial
multiplicator then the dimension of S/[F,S]SP is n whence, by theorem 2.1, GjN
is the maximal p-factor of G. However G is a finite p-group and threefore G/N = G,
i.e. N = l . |

We now give an application of these results to specific p-groups considered
by Macdonald [2] with

THEOREM 2.5. Let G be the finite p-group, p ^ 3, with presentation

= FIR,

where a. ^ ft > 0. Then G has trivial multiplicator and has a presentation
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G2 = {a,b,c\c = a-lb-lab,c'xac = al~p',cbc-x = b1*"0}.

PROOF. Suppose we show Gt has trivial multiplicator; then since it is shown
in [2] that G2 is a finite p-group the previous theorem gives the desired result.
Hence we have proved the theorem when we have shown G has trivial multiplicator.
To do this it is sufficient to show that the first set of relations are a consequence
of the second modulo [F, R] or that Gl has a presentation

\
= F/R.

We have c~^acp = a whence the order of a divides (1 — p")p — 1 and since we
know G is a finite p-group then a>x+fi = 1. Similarly bp2fi = 1. However with
a"*+/r= b'2p = 1 then equation (2.27) of [2], with a and b transposed, gives
cP'+Pf = i whence c " = 1.

Similarly if G is the finite p-group, p ^ 3 with presentation

G = {a,b,c\c = a-lb-lab,c~lac = a 1 """ ,^ - 1 = b1-pfi,a""+'1 = bp2"= c^= 1}

where a > ft > 0. Then G has trivial multiplicator and has a presentation

{a,b,c\c = a-lb~xabtc^ac = a^^cbe-1 = ft1"'*}.

3. Groups of order 3", n <; 6

The multiplicators for the groups of order 3", n g 6 were calculated by com-
puter and it was found that there are eleven non abelian groups with trivial multi-
plicator, seven of which are metacyclic and have been considered in [6J. The four
non metacyclic, non abelian groups with trivial multiplicator are, using the ter-
minology of [1],

Gt = A6(221)a = {a,b,c\c = a-1b-1ab,c-1ac = a~2,cbc-1 = b*,a9 = b9 = c3 = 1},

and
G4 = A6(221)c = {a,b,c,d\c = a-lb~xab,d = c^a^ca^bc = b~2,

ad = da.bd = <H>,a3 = &3,&9 = c3 = d3 = 1}.

Gj, G2 and G3 are special cases of theorem 2.5 so we need only consider G4.
Let H be the group with presentation

H = {a,b,c,d\c = a-lb~lab,d = c~xa~lca,c-xbc = b~2,a3 = b3}.

Since b 3 is central then we have immediately that b9 = 1, and cubing the relation
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cb"1 — a~lb~la gives c3 = 1. Suppose that d is central then cubing cd = a~lca
gives that d3 = 1, hence we have shown that H = G3 when we have shown d is
central. Writing \x,y~\ to denote x~ly~1xy we have

b~ldb = fc-^c.ajb = \b-lcb,b-1ab'\ = [cfc3,ac] = b-3[c,ac]&3[>3,ac]

= [c,ac] = c - 1 ! / : , ^ = c~idc
whence

(1) [c6-1,d] = l .

Also we have that a3 = b~la3b = (ac)3, since a3 is central, whence a2 = cacac
= ca2cdc = ca-1ca3dc = c2da2dc, giving that a2dca~2 = d~lc or a~idca
= d - 1 c . However c3 = 1 implies (cd)3 = 1 which implies (dc)3 = 1 whence
a~\dc)2a = (d~lc)2 or a-^c^d^a = d~lcd~lc giving d~x c~v c~x d~x a
= d~lcd~1c or a~id~1a = c~id~1c yielding

(2) [ca-1,d] = l .

Finally we have a~1ba = be"1 = c"1^4 whence ba~lb~l = b~3ca~1, giving on
cubing that a"3 = ca~1ca~1, since b3 = a3 is central, or a~2 = ca~1ca~1c
= c2da~2c. Hence c2da~2ca = 1 or c2daca~x = 1 and daca~lc~l = 1, yielding
that d = cac~la~l = acdc~la~1. This gives

(3) [ac, d] = 1 .

Whence (1), (2) and (3) give that d is central and therefore H = G4 giving a pre-
sentation for G with an equal number of generators and relations. Note that the
presentation H may be modified to give a 2-generator, 2-relator presentation.

We have therefore shown that all groups of order 3", n :g 6, with trivial Schur
multiplicator have presentations with zero deficiency.
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